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Description

Hatta Hospital Careers
There’s good news for both newcomers and seasoned professionals in Dubai -Hatta Hospital Careers
is available and currently looking for a few enthusiastic people to fill their job vacancies. As a retail
service provider in Hatta Hospital Careers is prepared to invest a lot of effort in the right candidate. If
you think you have what it takes to complete the fundamental jobs offered, be sure to put together a
strong CV and apply today!

A strong CV might improve your chances of landing a job in Dubai. Prepare a great CV by doing your
study. If you do not have a CV, you may obtain one by clicking on the following link.

Dubai CV: Click here to download a CV for Dubai Jobs

Walk-in interviews: Check the latest walk-in interviews jobs in Dubai

Jobs Details: Hatta Hospital Careers

 Hospital Name Hatta Hospital

 Job Location Abu Dhabi

 Nationality Any Nationalities

 Education Equivalent degree/diploma holders

 Experience Mandatory

 Salary Discuss during an interview

 Benefits As per UAE labor law

 Last Updated on 19 March 2023
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The Dubai Health Authority (DHA) was created, in June 2007, by Law 13 issued by His Highness
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE, Ruler
of Dubai, with an expanded vision to include strategic oversight for the complete health
sector in Dubai and enhance private sector engagement.

Dubai Health Authority Careers

His Highness Sheikh Hamdan Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Deputy Ruler of Dubai and UAE Minister of
Finance is the President of the Dubai Health Authority and His Excellency Humaid Mohammed Obaid
Al Qatami is the chairman of the board of the Dubai Health Authority.

Dubai Health Authority Careers

The DHA’s aim in Dubai is to provide an accessible, effective and integrated healthcare system,
protect public health and improve the quality of life within the Emirate. This is a direct translation
of the objectives of the Dubai Strategic Plan 2015 launched by His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum.

Keeping the strategic plan in mind, the DHA’s mission is to ensure access to health services, maintain
and improve the quality of these services, improve the health status of nationals, residents and visitors
and oversee a dynamic, efficient and innovative health sector.
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The creative minds of our people is the true wealth and driving force behind the remarkable
developments and achievements that the UAE and the global city of Dubai have witnessed in the last
few years.

Dubai Health Authority is aware that developing and taking care of these creative minds is vital, as they
are the driving force behind the continuous growth of our country.

Therefore, the authority spares no effort in utilizing the minds of our experienced medical and
administrative staff to maintain a happy and healthy society. hatta hospital uae

It is our responsibility to continue on moving forward to reach our goal of making Dubai the preferred
global destination for medical treatment and fulfilling the vision of His Highness Shaikh Mohammad Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, of providing a
safe haven for residents and visitors of the city.????????????????

Reaching this goal is a natural ambition for Dubai, the flourishing city, which has become a
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home to people from all over the world, who were inspired by its vision and want to join its movement
towards progression.

We believe that we are all responsible for the health and safety of our people and are
confident in the capabilities of those concerned in the health sector—be it members of our society or
public and private organizations—in fulfilling these desired goals.
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hatta hospital dubai careers

List Of Jobs In Hatta Hospital Careers  (New Updates)

JOB TITLE LOCATION ACTION
Consultant-General Surgery (Hepatobiliary) Dubai Hospital Dubai View & Apply

Clinical Dietitian 1- Rashid Hospital Dubai View & Apply
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Radiographer 1- PHC Dubai View & Apply

How to Apply for Hatta Hospital Careers

If you have taken the decision to apply for Dubai jobs to change your lifestyle, and you are interested
to apply for any of the jobs above, then it’s very simple. Just click on the following button to upload
your resume (CV). Once you clicked it will take you to the main page of the above company’s website.
There, you will be able to apply for your favorite job.

Hatta Hospital Careers

hatta hospital job vacancies

Click the following button to apply for Hatta Hospital Careers Direct Vacancies. It will take you to the
main website of theHatta Hospital Careers. There you will find a form to upload your CV. We wish you 
the best of luck. hatta hospital jobs
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